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Increased crime rate has forced people to increase the security level of their home as to protect
themselves, family members and valuable items. Thus, people have start installing home alarms as
these Alarms act as heroes that have reduced the rising housebreaking and other crime rates. A
Home Alarm System provides vast security to your homes against different security breaches like
infringement, burglary, etc.

Types of home alarms

Home Alarms are available in four different types with distinguish qualities. Besides, there are some
security systems that are triggered with some specific activity such as fire alarms. Such Fire Home
Alarm gets automatically activated with the sense of smoke, flame or a sudden increase in
temperature. In case of burglar alarms, they get triggered when they sense any brakeage in
electrical circuits. Every type of Home Alarm reacts in different manner. To be more precise,
following is the brief description about the four types of Alarms. 

Simple on-premise alarm system

This kind of alarm systems are simply designed to make a sound as to aware the homeowner about
a single type of menace. Smoke detectors and small wedge type alarm systems are some of the
best examples of such simple on-premise alarm system.

Local alarm systems

Suck kind of alarm systems come with a typical feature of siren that blow up when sense any
trespass. Moreover, these alarm systems are more effective than simple alarm systems. However,
offer security when people are outside the home.

Phone-based dialing system

This kind of alarm system is most commonly used as home alarm systems now-a-days. These
alarm systems dial the nearest security branch associated with alarm system whenever they sense
any kind of any breach, trespass, etc.

Continuous monitoring systems

Such alarm systems are the most latest in the chain. These systems continuously monitor every
activity of your home and are available with almost every feature of aforementioned alarm systems.

These are four main types of home security alarm systems available in the market today

Common features of home security systems

Presently, Home Security System or home alarm system are available with various features.  Some
of them are following

. One of the most advance features available in home alarm system is Smoke detector. Smoke
detectors feature detects smoke and even a rapid increase in temperature and sprinkler water on
the affected area as well as send an alert message to the nearest control station for further
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assistance.

. The feature of Glass break detector alerts the homeowners in case of any glass crack . Home
alarm system enabled with this feature mainly installed on window, doors and other gateways made
of glass.

Besides these two, panic button and motion detector are other two major features of a Home Alarm
System.
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No matter what system one buys, the prime motive is to have a Dog Alarm Sensor to live a peaceful
life. There are many providers of a Home Security Systems Australia offering their products and
installation services at affordable prices. Browse through http://www.intrudershield.com.au/ for more
information.
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